
 

ELLEN NICHOLSON 
Overview 

I wanted to take this opportunity to introduce myself, lay out 

some achievements and show how I envisage taking the liberal 

democrats in Dulwich and West Norwood forwards. I work in 

Elephant & Castle, previously worked in Tulse Hill and have 

long family association with Dulwich.  At present I live in the 

Woking Constituency, where I am an ordinary member of their 

Executive.  I am a member of the Liberal Democrat Health 

Resource group which researches national and international 

health and social care facts to ensure our party’s MPs and 

health spokesperson Judith Jolly have up to date information. 
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The opportunity I’ve had to impact national health policy and write parliamentary questions is 

invaluable for understanding the influence and impact of campaigning and research on policy 

decisions.  Locally I have stood for both Borough and County Council seats and am an 

experienced campaigner running a hard campaign against independents. In the past few 

years I have delivered leaflets, canvased, marched and stewarded national events. 

Lib Dems shouldn’t have been in third place in Dulwich and West Norwood. Winning a 

General Election here is achievable, it requires focused work and a profile at both local 

and national level. 

Brexit is a national disaster, it doesn’t just impact on our freedom of movement and trade, but 

every area of our lives, from education to sustainability.  Like many London constituency’s, 

Dulwich and West Norwood voted to remain, yet the current Labour MP, Helen Hayes, 

continues to advocate Jeremy Corbyn, aiding and abetting the government’s dogmatic 

approach to the flawed advisory 2016 referendum. The Country has seen these past few 

weeks, Dyson, Honda, and Nissan all announce a scaling down of their investment in the UK, 

over time decisions like these and those companies that will inevitably follow them, will impact 

our jobs, lives and the economy.  Living standards and families making ends meet are already 

falling, poverty in children across London and the Country is a national shame, these 

decisions taken now will impact out future and that of our children.   

 Mending Divided Britain  
 

 To invigorate membership and participation in politics through communication and 
opportunities  

 Be open to debate and solutions not closed due to dogma 
 An end to the ‘first past the post’ system which is no longer reflective of British democracy  
 To continue to add to the 2000 liberal democrat councillors by winning seats on local council, 

in May and into the future.  
 Embrace and be proud of the diversity in this constituency 

 


